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The Evoh,don of Tooling, Techniques, and Quality Control for Accelerator Dipole Magnet Cables

R.M. Scal_m LBL--32635
LawrenceBerkeley Laborato_

1 CyclotronRoad DE93 002447
, Berkeley,CA 94720

Abstract - "I'nepresent generationof particleacceleratorsare II. SELECTIONAND OFFIMIZATIONOF STRAND
utilizing the flattened, compacted, single layer cable design PARAMETERS

• introduced nearly 20 years ago at Rutherford Laboratory.
However, the requirements for current density, f'dament size,
dimensionalcontrol, long lengths, and low current degradation A. Critical current density andfilament diameter
are much more stringent for the present accelerators compared
with the earlier Tevatron and HERA accelerators. Also, in The initial parameters for the SSC collider magnets were
order to achieve higher field strengths with efficient use of selected in the Reference Designs Study (RDS) in 1984 (1),
superconductor, the new designs require wider cables with Table 1, which identified three optional designs for further
more strands. These requirements have stimulated an active evaluation. In order to compare these options on an equal
research effort which has led to significant improvements in basis, a critical current density of 2400 A/mm2 at 5 T was
critical current density and conductor manufacturing. In chosen as a mimimum specification value. "Inis_presented a
addition they have stimulated the development of new cabling significant increase over the value of 1800 A/mm z which was
techniques, improved tooling, and better measurement specified for the NbTi superconductor used in the Tevatron
techniques. The need to produce over 20 million meters of (2). Since this value had not yet been achieved in large scale
cable has led to the development of high speed cabling production, an R&D program was begun to demonstrate that
machines and on-line qualityassurancemeasurements. These these parameterchoices were justified (1). The fdamentsizes
new developments will be discussed, and areas still requiring specified in the RDS were 22 microns for the inner layer
improvement will be identified, conductor and 17 microns for the outer layer conductor.

These values were chosen afterdiscussions with the conductor
manufacturers, who felt that the goal of increased current

I. INTRODUCTION density could more easily be reachedwith the largerfilament
sizes. This choice required the use of bore tube correction
coils, and an additional priority of the conductor R&D

In orderto provide for long beam lifetime in storage rings, programwas to explore the feasibility of reducingthe filament
the magnetic field must be highly uniformandpredictable. In diameters while maintaining the high currentdensity. The
addition, the bore of the superconducting magnets must be other relevant conductor design parameters are listed in
keptsmall and the field must be high, in orderto keep costs to Table 1, forone of the reference designs.
a minimum. Finally, in orderto build magnets which do not Table1
train below about 90% of their short sample limit, a Parametersof theConductorsforthe SSCReference
controlled, uniform prestress must be applied to thecoils; this DesignA Coils
requiresthat the coil sizes be precise and reproducible. These

requirements have led to a significant increase in the InnerLayer OuterLayer
performance required, and a reduction in the allowable
tolerances for the current generation of accelerator magnets,
i.e. SSC and LHC, compared with those for earlieraccelerator Operating current[A] 5400 5400
magnets, i.e. those for HERAand the Tevatron. For example, Maximumfield[TJ 6.82 5.43
the dipole cable mid-thickness tolerance for HERA is :!:.02 Referencecriticalcurrent
mm, while the tolerance for SSC is +.006 mm. Recent density b) [A/mm2J 2400 2400
experience has shown that these decreases in the tolerances Copper-to-superconductor
can be achieved through improvements in tooling, cabling ratio 1.3 1.8
techniques, and measuring equipment. The technological Filamentdiameter[tim] 22 17
advances which have led to these unproved properties and Stranddiameter[mm] .81 .65
tightertolerances will now be discussed. Dimensionaltolerance[mm] :£0.0025 :£0.0025

No. of f'daments 525 400
" Copperresidualresistivity

ratio(beforeextrusion) >220 >220
Strandtwistpitch[percna] 0.8 0.8

,b Strandcoating Stabrite Stabrite
This work was supportedby the Director,Office of Energy
Research,Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, '_High-homogeneitymaterial
Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of b_At5"1",4.2 K,andaresistivityof 10"14Dan
EnergyunderContract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.



SSC P_produclion Billets
)40O

4D F,_k.w. (i_ne RI,,_.nu) 1

Between the RDS report in 1984 and the Conceptual (3 _oc
Design Report in 1986 (3), an active R&D program was 3_ -m-mcm, m_,) -
pursuedforboth magnetsand conductorsto refmeandnarrow O OST []
the parameterchoices. The success of the conductor R&D 3ooo• orro_n_ •l
program led to two significant changes in the conductor zx s,,_. m

specifications. The minimumcritical current specification -_ --sw.,__--) mH •
A . , A "_

was increased from 2400 A/mmZ at 5 ,1?to 2750 A/mmZ at 5 T 2_ ssec_l..,w,s,_, - [] A_.--

and 1100 A/mm2 at 8 T, and the filament diameter was _ _,_-- _ -- _ lo oA ,,, "
reduced to 5 microns (Table 2). The key factors that make _ 2_0 ° []I_-

i

these changes possible are: use of high homogeneity NbTi -." ( []
ahoy and improvements in the flux pinning as a result of ,] z_ ..... "
changes in the cold work and heattreatingsequences (4), and ssc_,,,_,_s_
the use of a diffusionbarrierbetween the filamentsandmatrix D°I

(5),(6). The main forumfor discussionand implementationof rm ! _,_
these improvements was a series of N'bTiWorkshops which ,, x_

were hosted at approximately 6 month intervals by the Univ. _0 i _IATRO"
of Wisconsin and by LBL. i i elu^

Table 2 100019111 1982 1913 1914 191_ 1986 1917 1911 19119 199(i iqgl

ParametersoftheConductorsfortheSSC
Conceptual Design Study Figure 1. Improvements in Jc during the SSC R&Dphase.

Inner Outer promisingresults (9). The largesingle stackapproachrequired
Parameter Layer Layer working with smalldiameterelements anda large areaof

exposed surfaces, which made billet assembly and cleaning
Cablewidth 9.30mm 9.73mm difficult. Several approaches, including the stackingof round
Cablethick,narrow edge 1.22mm 1.06mm elements (6), were attempted. However, the large single stack
Cblethick,wideedge 1.59mm 1.27mm of hexagonal elements was eventuallyadoptedafterimproved
Keystone angle 1.6 1.2deg rod straightening methods and clean room procedures for
Stranddiameter .808mm .648mm billetstacking were developed. The long piece lengths now
No.of strands 23 30 being reported (9,10) are proof that the large single stack is
Filamentdiamenter 5 5 microns appropriatefor theSSC conductors.
Filaments/strand I1,000 6,000
Cu/SCarearatio 1.3/1 1.811 An importantfactor in solving the difficulties in achieving
Short-sample limit 613 243Amp/ high critical currentdensities and at the same timeproducing

strand long, uniform lengths of wire was the understanding that
Criticalcurrentdensity 1100A/mm2 2750A/mm2 performance may be limited by both intrinsic and extrinsic

(S.0T,4.2K) (5 T,4.2 K) factors. In orderto make progress in optimizing the intrinsic
Cablelength 1,076 1,341m factors, the extrinsic factors must first be understood and

controlled. For example, it was impossible to optimize the
These new specifications were achieved by several cold work/heat treatmentsequence for improvingJc as long as

manufacturers in full production size billets in 1986 (61, intermetallic compound formation was occuring at the same
Figure 1, but the realisationof reliable,economicalproduction time and leading to a deterioration in filament quality, lt
of this conductor did not follow easily. Among the more numberof the extrinsicfactors which havebeen identifiedanti
serious problems encounteredwere wire breakage leading to are now being controlledare listed in Table 3, together with
short piece lengths, billet assembly problems, and filament the intrinsic factors which ultimately limit Jc in SSC
sausaging. In fact, these problemsappearedso serious that, at conductors.
one point in 1987-1988, an effort was begun to produce a
9 micron filam6nt size conductor as a back-up (7). These Buoyed by the successful reduction of the filament size
problems are associated with the fine filament and high from 20 microns to 5 microns, some effort was made to
current density requirements. The 5 micron filament size achieve a further reduction, to 2.5 microns. This effort
leads to a requirement of 11000 filaments for the inner actually helped identify and correct several problems in the
conductorand 6000 filamentsfor the outerconductor. Several fabrication of 5 micron filament conductors, since the
different billet fabrication methods were developed to meet problems were exacerbated at the 2.5 micron size and hence
this requirement, and the results aredescribed in detail in (6). easier to identify, lt also uncovered an additional problem-- •
A three extrusion step process (monofilament, 7-55 element the coupling of closely spaced filaments due to the proximity
second, followed by a 200-1500 element thirdextrusion) made effect (11). As the spacing was reduced below about
billet assembly easier, but led to a loss in critical current 1 micron, significant filament coupling was observed in ,
density due to sausaging of the elements at the edge of the magnetization measurements made at low magnetic field
intermediate stack. An intermediate sub-bundleapproach was levels, lt appeared that the magnetization would be
also explored, but cleanliness problems compromised the unacceptable at the proposed SSC injection field level of
results (8). This methodhas recentlybeen revived, with more 0.3 T. The technique developed earlier to reduce filament

coupling in a.c. conductors, i.e. the useof aCu-Ni alloy



Table 3

FactorsLimitingJ, in SSC Wire trend has emerged (19). Since the lower Cu/SC ratio clearly
leads to a higher operating to short sample margin, the lower

ExtrinsicFactors IntrinsicFactors ratio is presently specified for the SSC inner layer conductor.

NbTi Homogeneity Available Cold-WorkRange
IntermetallicFormation PrecipitateVolume/Distribution C. Strand Diameter
FilamentSpacing ProximityEffect
ExtrusionTemperature CurrentDistributionin The choice of this parameterrepresents a trade-off between

MultifilamentaryConductors Jt, wire manufacturing cost, cable design and magnet
Composite Bonding manufacturing. As a general rule, it is easier to get a high Jc

• Qualityof Billet Assembly NbTiDuctifity77 value for fmer wire due to the increased strain space available.
Also, a finer wire is preferred in order to improve the

Progressin eliminating These factors lead to an flexibility of the cable. The main penalty for fine wire is in
these extrinsic factorshas intrinsicJ, limit for precipitate wire drawing, where the cost is increased, and the sensitivity
led to an increase in J, pinning in NbTIof 38004000 to breaks due to inclusions is greater. The wire sizes for
from2000 A/mm2to A/mm2at 5 T. various cables used or lxoposed for recent accelerator magnets
3000 A/mm2at 5 T. are listed in Table 4. These range from the 0.53 mm wire used

for the FNAL quadrupoles (20), to the 1.29 mm wire
originally proposed for the LHC dipole inner layers. The SSC

matrix, was considered but rejected due to the reduction of wire diameters lie in the middle of these two extremes.
strand stability and the extra cost. Collings (12) suggested the
use of Mn as an alloying element for the Cu matrix, since the Table 4
Mn would reduce the coupling via the spin-orbit scattering StrandParametersfor AcceleratorDipole Magnets
and would be about 15 times as effective as Ni, which reduces

coupling by increasing the matrix resistivity (13). Cu 0.5 wt% Project Wire Filament Cu/SC MinimumJc
Mn was substituted for the Cu matrix and a model dipole was Diam. Diameter Ratio (A/mm2,
made in order to demonstrate conductor manufacturability, 5 T, 4.2K)
reduced coupling, and to see if there was any detrimental
effect on stablility. This test was successful (14, 15), thus Tevatron .68 9 1.8/1 1800
proving that Cu-Mn alloy matrix can be used for this purpose.
However, the SSC machine parameters were changed in 1990, HERA .84 15 1.8/1 2600
thus allowing a Cu matrix, 6 micron filament combination to
meet the requirements, with a combination of lower cost, RHIC .65 6 2.25/1 2600
higher Jc, and better manufacturability. The fine filament,
Cu-Mn option was considered for the High Energy Booster SSC Inner .81 6 1.3/1 2750
(HEB) conductor, since the HEB is pulsed at a higher rate SSC Outer .65 6 1.8/1 2750
than the main ring. However, it appears that a more cost
effective solution is to provide for additional refrigeration LHC Inner 1.29 5 1.6/1 --
capacity to handle the increased heat load, and to use the LHC Outer .84 5 1.8/1 --
6 micron filament size material. Thus, the development of
finer filaments for the SSC has been stopped, and efforts are
focused on optimizing the manufacture of the 6 micron
fdament conductors. D. Process Reliability and Cost

Much attention is being given to these issues in the Vendor
B. Copper to SupercondutorRatio Qualification Program now in progress (21), and this work

will not be discussed here. During the earlier SSC conductor
Another issue which has recieved considerable attention in R&D phase, some initial consideration was given to these

the SSC R&D program is the copper to superconductor ratio issues. In particular, the billet size and extrusion methods
(Cu/SC). The initial choice of 1.3/1 for the inner and 1.8/1 for were studied. A major process change compared to the
the outer layer conductor was made in order to balance the Tevatron conductor was the use of a clad monofflament which
operating current and the protection of the inner and outer is produced by extruding a 145 mm diameter NbTi billet
layer conductors, and hence achieve cost effective magnet rather than using a small diameter NbTi rod which is leaded
design (1). After considerable training in the inner layers was into a copper tube prior to assembly into the second stage
observed in the early SSC model dipoles, it was suggested that extrusion billet. This change has resulted in a more cost
better performance might result from increasing the copper effective process for producing the fine filament SSC

• content of the inner layer conductor (16). This suggestion was conductors. However, it does requh-e the use of a diffusion
supported by the observation of training of cable samples in a barrierbetween the copper can and the NbTi, and also requires
short sample test fixture (17). However, it was not supported that the NbTi be produced with a fine grain size and
by calculations of cable stability (18). After the evaluation of homogeneous composition at the monof'dament billet size.
a number of magnets having either 1.3/1 or 1.5/1 copper to
supperconductor ratios in the inner layer conductor, no clear



Conventional extrusion billets of 200, 250, 300, and of strand critical current densitiy (see strand diameter
350 mm diameter were produced and evaluated. The larger discussion). However, at the time of the SSC RDS, the
billet sizes are preferred from the standpoint of ease of experiencebase with Rutherfordtype cables only extended to
stacking,cold reductionstrainspace, and reductionin the total 23 strandsand it was not certain thatacceptablecables could
numberof extrusions reqt,_red.However,otherconsiderations, be made with large numbers of strands. The Reference
including press availabilityand length/diameterratio arealso Design A used the standard23-strandcable for the inner layer
important, and these have led to the 300 mm diameter and extrapolated to a 30-strand cable in order to have a
becoming the typical size for the SSC final extrusions, matchingouter layer cable. Preliminaryefforts to make such
Hydrostatic extrusion was also evaluated, and received a cable on conventional cabling equipment were not
particularattention when the reaction between matrix and successful, and an R&D effort was initiated in order to
filamentwas a problem. However, thatinterest fadedwith the determine whether there was a fundamental limit to the
realization (22) that the reaction also occurred during the numberof strandswhich could be made into a Rutherfordtype
intermediateheat treatmentsas well as duringextrusion,and cable. An experimental cabling machine with 36 strand
with the development of reliable, cost effective niobium capability was designed and built at LBL for this purpose.
diffusion barriers (5). Several changes in the final strand This machine was used to develop the tooling and set the
processing were also made in order to reduce costs. The parametersnecessary to make the SSC 30 strandownerlayer
stabrite solder coating was eliminated from the wires. Also, cable (23). Later, it was also used to select the parametersfor
the wire final anneal was eliminatedwhen it was determined the 30 strand inner and 36 strand outer cables for the SSC
thatthis improved the qualityof the cable andthatthe copper 50 mm bore dipole magnet (24). The cable and tooling
matrix was annealed in the subsequentcoil epoxy curingstep. parameterswere also incorporated into a specification for a
Wire twisting is a time consuming step, and the option of production cabling machine, which was purchased and
twisting the wires on the cabling machine was studied. We installed in an industrial facility in order to make the cable
concluded that this change was possible,butnot practicaluntil requiredfor tl_ SSC R&D magnets.
the wire quality could be improved to the point that wire
breakageduringtwisting is eliminated. If a wire fails during In 1990, the R&D cabling machine was rebuilt with a
twisting on the cabling machine, the entire cable is lost, in 48 strandcapability in orderto push to new limits in number
contrastto the smaller consequences if the wire breakson the and size of strands (25). Cables with up to 48 strandshave
wire twisting machine, beenmade successfully on this machine, so magnet designers

arenow using this increased flexibility to design new dipole
magnets (26).

E. Remaining Issues For Strands

Many of the remaining issues which are relevant to the B. Cable Size
SSC conductor productionarebeing addressedin the Vendor
Qualification Program(21) However, there are a numberof The cable should be sized so that the inductance of the
issues which are not being addressed in this program,and resulting dipole is not so large that magnet protection is a
which will be mentioned, problem. On the other hand, the cable must be flexible

enoughthatit can be bent aroundthe ends of a dipole magnet
1. Can 2.5 micron filament size conductors be manufactured without damage or displacement of the strands which could

with long piece lengths and high Jc? lead to excessive magnet quenching. Again, the SSC cables
are in the mid-range for this parameter--larger than the

2. Will significant improvements in Jc and cost be achieved Tevatronand HERA cables, but smaller than those planned
with the ArtificialPinningCenterapproach? for the LHC (Table 5).

3. Can the useful field range of ductile alloys be extended by C Keystone Angle
the developmentof ternaryalloys such asNbTiTa?

The RDS Design A dipole, the subsequent40 mm bore,
4. Can higher Jc values be achieved in NbTi, without and 50 mm bore SSC dipoles ali have what is known as

experiencingserious ductility andpiece length problems? partiallykeystonedcables. That is, partof the wedge required
to provide the Roman arch structure is provided by the
keystone angle of the cable while the remainderis providedby

II. SELECTIONAND OPTIMIZATIONOF CABLE the insertion of copper wedges. The wedges serve two
PARAMEI'ERS purposes: fast, they help produce a highly uniform dipole

field, and second, they allow a cable with a smaller keystone
angle to be used. At the startof the SSC R&D program,it

A. Number of Strands was shown that most of the damage which leads to critical
cu_.ent degradation occurs at the narrow edge of the cable o

"['henumberof strands in a cable represents another trade- (27), and thatthis damage is a function of the keystone angle
off between magnet designer and cable manufacturer, lt is and cable compaction (24). In addition, as the keystone angle
desirableto use the number of strands as a variablein order to is increased, the difference in mechanical propertiesbetween
balance the innerand outer layers of a two layer dipole andin the narrowand the wide edge of the cable is increased. This
order to choose a strand diameterwhich allows optimization makes magnet constructionmore difficult, andis believed to



Table 5

Cable Parameters for Accelerator Dipole Magnets

Project Number Cable Dimensions(mm) Keystone Cable Lay Packing Factor Minor Edge
of Strands (minor/major edge Angle (degree) Pitch (mm) (P) (%) Packing Factor

x widrth) (P.F.t)

Tevatron 23 1.12/1.40 X 7.8 2.06 66 88.0 .95

, HERA 24 1.28/1.67 X 10.0 2.22 95 92.3 1.03

RHIC 30 1.06/1.26 X 9.7 1.21 73 91.0 .96

SSC Inner 30 1.33/1.59 X 12.3 1.20 86 88.9 .96
SSC Outer 36 1.05/1.26 X 11.7 1.01 94 90.4 .97

LHC Inner 26 2.06/2.50 X 17.0 1.56 1.20 92.5 .98
LHC Outer 40 1.3/1.67 X 17.0 1.18 12.0 92.0 1.01

roeone of the causes of excessive training,since it is difficult orderto allow forothermanufacturingtolerances which affect
to provideuniformcompression across the face of the cable, compaction, such as strand diameter. The overall packing
Consequently, a partially keystoned cable is the final choice factors in present day cables are in the range of 88 to 92.5%
for the SSC and LHC dipoles, although fully keystoned (Table 5). Typical values of narrow edge compaction are in
versionshave been investigated for the SSC dipoles (28) and the range of .95 to 1.03 (Table 5 ). The other important
quadrupoles(29). dimension in the cable is the width. The strands must be

compacted somewhat on the cable edges in order to provide
locking so that the cable is held together. However, current

D. Cable Compaction degradationagain increasesdramaticallywith ov_rcompaction
in this direction. When the SSC dipole design was changed,

Cable compaction is not uniformfor a keystoned cable, so the cable width relative to strand diameter was actually
two different compactions are defined. First is overall increased somewhat in an attempt to decrease critical current
compaction P, defined as the ratio of the sum of the areas of degradation. This change appearsto be successful, when the
undeformed wire cross sections to the area of the enclosing 40 mm dipole and50 mm dipole cables arecompared(25).
trapoziod. Second is the narrow edge packing factor, P.F.I,
which is the ratio of the area of two undeformedstrands to
that of a rectangle with dimensions of the narrow edge III. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES
thickness times the wire diameter. In both cases, the area of
the strands is the area taken througha plane at the mrkshead;
since thestrandsapproach the turksheadat an angledefmed as A. Requiremetus on Wire
the cable pitch angle, the expressionsfor P and P.F.I are :

The first step in meeting the dimensional,mechanical,and

n _ d_ ;P__.1 = _...dd electrical requirements of these cables is to control these
P = 2 w (t, + t 5)cos ¢ 21_ parametersfor the wire used to make the cable. For example,if the cable thickness is to be controlled to + .006 mm, while

at the same time the maximum strand compaction must be
where d = stranddiameter controlled in order to control current degradation, the wire

n = number of strands diametertolerance must be less thanhalf the cable thickness
w = cable width tolerance, or + .003 mm. 'Inis requirementcan be met, but it
_.,---narrow edge thickness requires continuous monitoring of the wire with a laser
t: = w:.c'.eedge thickness micrometer,and a good die maintenanceprogram to replace
¢¢"---keystoneangle worn or faulty dies. In addition, the surface of the wire is

important. If the oxide layer on the wire is variable, the
•, Both P and P.F. I are determined empirically by making wire/mandrelfriction will vary and wirecrossovers or uneven

cables with varyingcompaction andkeystone angles and then strand position may result. Also, if the wire surface is
measuring the amount of critical currentdegradation. It is contaminatedwith foreign material, this material will tend to

, then a matter of judgment to set the values which provide the accumulate on the turkshead rolls and change the cable
highest compaction, consistent with acceptable critical current dimensions.
degradation. One note of caution: the rateof degradationas a
functionof narrowedge compaction is not linear(24). Thus, The most important mechanical requirementof the wire is
when one is choosing values for a large _oduetion mn such as to withstand the severe deformation which occurs at the edge
the SSC, the compactionvalue is somewhat conservative in of the cable as the wire passes through the turkshead. This



deformationis a complex combinationof tensile, torsionand These limitationswere recognizedat bothBNL andFNAL;
compression which is very difficult to simulate with the both groups began work on the design for an on-line
standard type of mechanical test. Consequently, we have measuringsystem. FNAL completed the first prototype unit
developed a special test and a test f'L_turewhich we use to in 1986 (32), and then built two additional units for the SSC
evaluate the suitabilityof a wire for subsequentcabling. The CentralDesign Group. One of these units was sent to LBL
test fixture is used to constrain the wire while the wire is and installed on our cabling line in 1987. This machine has
formedinto asharpbendwitha blade which is the same width been in operation at our facility since this time, and has been
as the wire. This test is a good measure of the ability of the invaluable in determining the causes of dimensional
wire to withstand the severe bending which occurs at the variability. A numberof improvements have been made to
edges of the cable, and has been incorporatedinto the SSC this machine by the LBL staff, including a new software
(30) andthe RHIC (31) wirespecifications, package which allows the operator to display graphs of the

cable dimensionsand perform statistical analysis in real lime.
Another propertyof the wire which is importantfor good These machines are now being produced conunercially, and

cable quality is the springback. We found that cables made arebeing installedon ali the cabling lines which will produce
with wires from different heat treaunentlots or fromdifferent cablefor the SSC magnets.
manufacturerswill resultin cables in which the adjacentwires
will protrude from the cable. In extreme cases, these The following causes of dimensional variabilityhave been
protrudingstrands make the cable prone to decabling, and identified and corrected: (1) changing keystone angle; (2)
even in less severe cases will resultin strandsbeing lockedout shortperiod variationin thickness; (3) long period variationin
of position when the spiral wrap insulation is applied. We thickness. The changing keystone angle resulted from the
have developed a test fixture and a test procedure for inherent variability in the side roll pressure which occurs in
evaluating the springback of composite wires, and this the conventional turksheadroll assembly, and was co_
requirement also has been incorporated into the SSC and by changing the turksheadrollconfiguration.The short period
RHIC wire specifications. Recent experimentson cables with variation is due to eccentricity in the turksheadrolls and is
wires having a wide range of springbackcharacteristicsshow correctedby requiringthatthe rollsbe groundwith the shaft in
thatit is the uniformityof springback,ratherthanthe absolute place and thatthe eccentricitybe checked after grinding. The
value, which is important in obtaining flat cable. Future long period variation is due to differential heating of the
specifications which make use of a springbackrequirement turksheadrolls relative to the turksheadframe. For example,
shouldbe modified to account for these results, in the present turkshead with 130 mm diameter rolls, a

temperaturedifferential of 6 C will cause the mid-thickness
value to change from the midpoint to the limit of the

B. Dimensional Requirements for the Cable specificationrange. This is correctedby heating the turkshead
frame so that the temperaturedifference between frame and

The tight dimensional tolerances discussed in the rolls ismimimized.
introductionhave requiredsignificant improvements to both
the tooling used to make the cables and also to the capability A recent improvement in the control of the mid-thickness
to make on-line measurements. Early R&D cables made for dimension has been demonstrated by the use of statistical
SSC dipoles suffered from three types of dimensional process control (SPC). A reoccumnce of the short period
tolerance problems which were associated primarilywith the variationwas identified and traced to a bearing/roll interface
turksheading operation. The nature and origins of these problem. Also, on-line adjustments have been made to the
problems were only understood after the on-line cable uukshead in orderto demonstrate that it is possible to further
measurementsystem was put into operation, so this system reduce the mid-thicknessvariations(33).
will be discussed first.

During the production of the cable for the Tevatron,CBA C. Mechanical Requirements for the Cable
and HERA programs, the dimensions were measured in two
fixtures. The first is referred to a 10-stack measurementand A mechanical property of the cable which is important
consisted of stacking 10 pieces of cable with the keystone from the coil winding standpoint is the residual twist in the
angle opposed forevery other cable. The mid-thicknessvalue cable. If the residual twist is such that the cable strandsare
is obtainedby loading the stack, making a measurement,and unlocked when the cable is forced to lie fiat, it will tend to
dividing by I0 to obtain the individual cable thickness. The dec,able duringcoil winding. This cable twist arises from the
keystone angle was determined by mounting a cable in a memory release of the wire twist during the flattening
fixture with a pivoting arm and once again making a operation which occurs at the turkshead, and the degree to
measurementwith the cable underload. These methods both which this release occurs is dependent on the wire process ,_
sufferedfrom two serious drawbacks: first, the measurements history. This release can be compensated for by twisting or
were destructive and had to be performed after the cable was untwisting the wire on the cabling machine by use of a
made, and second, they were local measurements and could variableplanetarysystem (23), which was first introduced on
not provide indications of the variability along the length of the experimentalcabler at LBL. This feature is now standard
cable, on the cabling machineswhich will produce the SSC cables.



Another mechanical requirement for this type of cable is
freedom from sharpedges which may damage the insulation 2. The technical requirementsof the SSC strand and cable
and lead to coil shorts. Sharpedges rarely occur on cable arebeing met. The most significantremainingtask,scale-
made with good tooling and good dimensional control; up to producethe large quantities requiwA for the SSC, is
however, when large quantifies of cable must be producedat underway(see PaperLQ-3).
high line speeds, it is necessary to replace the visual

, surveillance of the cable by the take-up operator with an V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
automated system. Several techniqueshave been considered,
including eddy current, optical, and insulation breakdown This paper summarizes the results of the SSC R&D
testing. One difficulty with ali of these is the need to provide programfrom 1984-1990. We have attemptedto reference the

' smoothe, reproduciblemovement of the cable throughsome key contributionsto the program, but we wish to call special
typeof on-line sensor. At present, the eddy currenttechnique attention to the supportandinspirationprovided by M. Tigner
shows promisein detectingthis type of defect, as well as other duringhis tenure as head of the Central Design Group. We
defects of interestsuch as crossovers, brokenstrands,andcold also recognize the importance of NbTi Workshops, initiated
welds. Efforts to develop a reliable, on-line system are by D. Sutter, in providing a forum for the exchange of ideas
underway(34). andresults in a timely manner.
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